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GOVERNMENT F INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYs

(RAILWAY BOARD)
No.

2021/Sec(CCB)/45/64 Bad Work

Dated:..02./03/2021

To

Principal Chief Security Commissioners
All Zonal Railways,
RPSF, Metro Rail/Kolkata & KRCL
All Production Units, RDSO
Director/JR RPF Academy, CORE, Const., LKO

Director/RPF TC, MLY & KGP

SECURITY CIRCULAR No. 01 /2021
Sub:

Guidelines for

supervisory

activities by RPF staff.

officers to prevent undesirable

During the month of January 2021, RPF personnel were reported to have
been involved in 7 cases of heinous
crime such as

loot, dacoity,

rape and

smuggling bringing disrepute to the force. Needless to say that, the
supervisory
officers must take proactive steps to
recurrence
of
such
prevent
incidents.
Some of the
1.

steps that can be taken are:
Supervisory officers especially Post and Outpost in charges must put in

place a system to monitor the activities of the staff under their control

both when they are on duty as well as off
staff that are habituated to vices such

duty. They must identify the
as alcoholism,
drug abuse,
regularly borrowing money, gambling, visiting prostitutes or are having
extra marital affairs. Some staff might have fallen in debt trap due to

beyond

their control. There are chances of marital
disputes,
custody battles or land disputes turning ugly. Sometimes domestic
reasons

snowball into crisis forcing the RPF staff to commit crime. The
company one keeps also governs one's behaviour. Such RPF personnel
may be identified and their activities and behaviour must be closely

monitored. Supervisors must also monitor personnel that appear to be
living beyond their known sources of income. Any information about
staff on the above points must be recorded in G-4 register and the
concerned should be counselled regularly and the details of such
counselling should also be recorded. A detailed confidential report must
be sent to the

Sr.DSC/DSC. SrDSCs/DSCs

may also focus

on

regularly

meeting the staff so identified and set up a system with procedure to
keep track of such staff.

1

2

One to one close personal interaction with staff at
level
should
be
done
by in charges

post and outpost
to

gain

File

No.2021/Sec(CCB)45/64/Bad Work confidence of the staff. During

their interaction with the staff they should try to find out if they are
facing financial problems due to serious sickness of some family

member, marriage in the family etc. as it may lead the staff to take to
illegal means to fulfill their financial requirements. They must be
counselled and be informed about the assistance they can get from
various cooperative banks operated by railways employees and other

scheduled banks.
During crime conferences DSCs/Sr.DSCs must make it a point to
discuss about the activities of the staff and especially of the identified
staff.

4.

Critical incidents register must be updated on a regular basis and must
be monitored at post and divisional level.

5.

All officers during their interaction with the staff must emphasise on
canons

of sound financial

management.

Interactive

sessions

with

experts on this matter may be arranged so that the staff becomes aware
of importance of savings and sound investment.
6.

7.

8.

Workshops on gender sensitisation must be conducted at post level to
change the misogynist mindset of male staff
A check on the antecedents of the persons with whom the RPF
personnel interacts frequently must be checked.
PCSCs may also monitor the activities of staff through local SIB units
with special focus on suspected staff.

9.

Entries of G-4 register and other antecedents of the staff should be
confidentially communicated to the new place of posting when the staff
is transferred.

10. In many cases the staff facing a family dispute/land dispute may find

himself/herself in vulnerable position as he/she may be far away from
his/her native place. If so, coordination with local administration of his
native place may be done through the local RPF officers of the place. If
left unsoved the problem may get aggravated and may result in the
staff committing a heinous crime.
11. RPF staif may also get involved in political activity or could develop
sharply
defined
political
affiliations
which
may
lead
File
No.2021/Sec(CCB)45/64/Bad Work to involvement in crime. Staff
should be actively counselled to keep away from political canvassing or
overtly supporting or participating in political activity.

2

12. Sometimes RPF personnel try to abuse legal authority and get involved
in crime. They should be intensely briefed that legal authority should
not be treated as power. It should be treated as responsibility which
needs to be discharged for the overal good of the citizens, the Indian
Railways and the nation,
13. Regular sessions need to be conducted to strengthen the moral fabric of
the staff. They may be briefed regularly to avoid lure of easy money and

shortcuts to riches.

All

supervisory

officers,

Post/Out

Post

in

charges,

ASCs,

DSCs/Sr.DSCs, CSCs and PCSC s must frequently interact with staff under
them, give patient hearing to their problems and try to solve them wherever
possible. The tell tale signs of delinquent behaviour must be identified and
addressed before they reach the point of no return.

2
(ARUN KUMAR)
DG/RPF
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

(RAILWAY BOARDD)
No. 2021/Sec{Crime)/45/08

Dated: .A../03/2021

To

Principal Chief Security Commissioners
All Zonal Railways, RPSF, Metro
All Production Units,

Rail/Kolkata

CORE, Const., RDSO
Director/JR RPF Academy, LKO

&& KRCL

Director/RPF TC, MLY & KGP

SECURITY CIRCULAR No. 02/2021

Sub: Guidelines to
prevent incidents of Crime
trains and in railway

against

Women in

premises.

Twenty

everyday

out

three

(23) million passengers travel through the Indian
of which 20% i.e. about 4.6 million are women.

Major complaints

from

pertain

women

to

molestation,

Railways

teasing,
harassment and unauthorised entry of male
passengers in ladies coaches. In
suburban railway networks like
Mumbai, women passengers are victims of
eve

shoving, objectionable touching, groping, bullying etc. In addition, women
passengers become victims of chain snatching, mobile
snatching, handbag
lifting and other instances of thefts of passenger uggage.
In the recent

past, a surge in the incidents of crime against women
(including rape) in trains and railway premises has been a major area of
concern.

Therefore,

Railways

need to be taken to

and to

the

following steps

as

collectively

mitigate atrocities against women

part of a focused effort across Indian
strive for safety of women
passengers

in

railways:

Assessment of vulnerability
1. All the Post

Commanders (PC) should get details of the incidents of crime
against women including rape reported during last 5 years and should

analyze

data

thoroughly.

The

reasons

for such

offences,

gaps in

security

procedure, failures of security apparatus, modus operandi of criminals
involved, vulnerable section of women, places, duration day, month and
year, status of investigation/prosecution of past cases, arrest made,
whereabouts of criminals and their associates etc. should be
carefully
examined in coordination with counterparts of Government
Railway
Police/Local Police, Station staff and NGOs. They must also

get
photographs of criminals involved in such crimes and create a database.
The databases of criminals involved in crime
against women passengers
may be accessed through CCTNS/ICJS and state

databases.

police digital

2. Sectional

ASC

should

analyze

the

report

submitted

by the

Post

Commander and after examining all the issues, solutions, etc. proposed

by PC, they may formulate strategy to avoid such incidents and present
it to Sr. DSC/DSC who in turn should get it examined and make
coordinated efforts involving all stake holders of Railways, Police & Civil
authorities to implement the strategy.
Action plan
1. The action plan should be classified in Short Term & Long Term Plan.
Short Term plan should be implemented immediately from the existing
resources on priority without any delay. It may include keeping watch on

suspects, regular visit to vulnerable spots by duty officers & staff during
their rounds. However, Long Term Plan which may include improvement
of Basis Infrastructure, CCTV, Light Masts, etc. which may take a
reasonable time, should be chased with concerned authorities on regular
basis and till such time it is completed, focus should be kept on
temporary minor works that can be effective in improving the situation,
which may be worked out and got implemented with bare minimum

expenditure or with available resources.
Preventive

1.

measures to

be

adopted1:

Proper lighting arrangements should be ensured covering all vulnerable
places identified in Railway Stations, Circulating area, Parking, FOBs,
approach roads, ends of platforms, Yards, Washing lines, DEMU/EMU
Car sheds, Saloon Sidings, Maintenance depots,

etc.

2.
2

Abandoned structures in platforms/yards, abandoned quarters,
buildings at isolated places which remain unguarded/unattended
should be demolished immediately in consultation with engineering
department. Till such time that they are demolished, they should be
regularly checked as part of the beat of on duty staff especially during
night time or period when the presence of people is minimal.

entries/exits should be closed.

3.
3

Unauthorized

4.

Yards/pits/nearby railway area of stations must be kept clean of
unwanted vegetation which may provide cover for concealment. View
cutters such as these may offer opportunity to offenders to commit
crime.

5.

Waiting rooms should not remain unattended and persons should be

allowed to enter the waiting rooms after proper entry, particularly in
nights and at times when there is minimum presence of passengers. It
should be cross checked by the duty officer at odd hours.

2

6.

Proper Police Verification and Identity Cards of staff engaged on
contractual basis engaged in services related to passengers should be
ensured as per SOP & GCC. No staff without
ldentity Cards may be
allowed in trains and railway premises.

7.

No unauthorized person may be allowed to move in Yard and
coaching
depots where the coaches are stabled. There should be controlled entry

system.

8.

Before the empty rakes are moved to
washing lines, it should be
ensured that the coaches have been checked properly by the C&W and

Electrical staff and locked. The condemned coaches

kept

in

lines must be kept locked and checked from time to time.

9.

yards/sick

After cleaning & other activities
pertaining to maintenance of coaches,
again it should be checked properly and locked in the washing line and

brought to the platform in locked condition.
10.

Proper

basic
&& depots.

security arrangement should

be ensured in

coaching yards

11. Surveillance system should also be enforced in coaching depots &

yards.
12. Encroachments particularly in/near passenger area should be removed
on

priority following legal

process and unauthorized entries

premises should be closed.

to

railway

13. Railway is providing free internet services to the passengers. It should
be ensured in coordination with the service providers that the Porn

Sites are not accessible through this service.
14. Unwanted/Unauthorized persons in the railway premises should be
rounded and prosecuted and railway station, yards & trains should be
kept free from unwanted & unsocial elements.
15.

drives may be launched to apprehend and prosecute persons
consuming alcohol in railway stations and trains

Special

16. Exemplary action should be taken against railway staff involved in such

offences.
17. The

of crime
conclusion.
cases

against

women must

be followed up till their

logical

3

Sensitization

1 . Sensitization of all railway employees and contractual staff may be done.
Staff engaged in checking of rolling stocks, porters and hawkers/vendors
should be encouraged to report the incident without loss of time to
Police/RPF or the Station Master. Help of NGOs may. also be obtained for
this purpose.
2. It has been noticed that generally cases of eve teasing, if remain

unattended, lead to increase in incidents of molestation or assault on
women. As a measure to prevent such crimes, GRP/RPF officials shall

promptly take necessary action on receiving complaints regarding any
type of Crime against women'.
3. Regular briefing of staff at mounting and debriefing at the time of

dismounting

should

be

ensured

by

the

Post

Commander/Duty

Officers/Shift In-charge.
4. All Zonal railways may utilize cultural troupes for Nukkad Nataks etc to

sensitize railway passengers towards cleanliness, respect for women,
legal provisions for security of women and children and penal provisions

for violation of these laws.
5. Railway personnel across all departments should be sensitized regarding
their duty towards women and children through soft skill and gender
sensitization training in various training institutes. They should be
trained to identify women in distress or children in need of care and
protection and respond properly. Special sensitization programs should
be arranged in ZTI/Training Centers where Railway Employee or RPF

undergoes initial/periodical trainings.
6. Sensitization sessions may be conducted for women to come forward and

report incidents of misbehavior against them.
Surveillance over the identified vulnerable area

1. CCTV surveillance system should be used effectively. Time to time audit
of the cameras installed and the area covered by them should be done. It
should be ensured that all the persons visiting the Railway
Platform/Passenger area are caught on the cameras.
2. The vulnerable places identified for such crime should mandatorily be
CCTV
surveillance.
While planning for
the
covered
under

location/relocation of CCTV it should be kept in

mind.

3. The position of women's coaches should be fixed at the platform and
CCTV camera to be especially installed on the platform at that point so
as to provide adequate coverage of these coaches.
4

4. CCTV feed should be monitored

5.

by officers regularly.

Crime Intelligence

Branch & Special Intelligence Branch should
be
utilized to ensure surveillance of the area identified to be
vulnerable for
rape and other heinous crime related to human body
(women) in addition
to being done
regularly by concerned RPF executive staff.
6. Use of National Database on Sexual
Offenders
be made for

(NDSO)

keeping surveillance of offenders residing in that area.

may

Special measures to be adopted for prevention of such crime in trainas
1. Escort

parties

to be briefed

properly about the steps to eradicate chances
They should be extra cautious during the

of such heinous crime in train.

night.
2. Toilets

the

most common place where the incidents have been
reported in past. As such any gathering of persons near the toilets
are

should be removed.
3. Usually Coach attendants/AC Mechanic remains at their allotted seats
near the entry/exit gates which can be helpful to have surveillance over

the space. Escort party should

ensure

briefing

of these staff and pantry

car staff who are moving in the trains, taking them in confidence to

report any suspected activities or probabilities of such crime to them and
the escort staff should act on it properly.
4.

Proper

care

should be taken for Security of lady passengers traveling

alone or with small children by focusing on proper implementation of
Meri Saheli initiative.
5. Escorting staff should be briefed to be courteous with passengers
especially with ladies passengers.
6. Train Captain/Suptd. Should be asked to cross check the identity cards
of all out sourced staff working in the train. PCsCs/Sr.DSC should
coordinate with their counter parts of Commercial, Electrical, S&T and

Mechanical dept. counterparts to ensure good coordination between al
staff on board and ensure that all the outsourced staff bears Identity
Card issued after proper Police Verification. Cross checking should be
ensured by these departments also.
7. It should be ensured that the CCTV cameras and Emergency Response
System installed in the coaches are in working condition and are

attended properly.
8. Usually, ladies coaches are near/with the train Guard in the tail end of

trains which at many places remains outside the Platform area. Escort

5

parties and station RPF/GRP staff should ensure that they are attended
properly at the halting stations.
9. Staff deployed in train escort & in yards should be careful when the train
approaches or leaves the station where the speed of train is restricted
and criminals usually jump out from the running train. They must
ensure that the persons jumping from the trains are apprehended and
questioned for further necessary action.
Notice for passengers
1. Though, the details of helpline numbers are printed on the reverse of
train tickets, helpline numbers provided by railways should be widely

publicized.
2. People should be made aware of Pan India Emergency Response System
and other important forum and calling facilities available for reporting

offences and particularly offences against women in that area.
3. People should be made aware of "One Stop Centre (OSC) which is
exclusively designed to provide integrated services such medical aid,
assistance,
legal
counseling/court
case
police
management,
psychological, social counseling and temporary shelter to women affected
by violence under one roof.
4. Proper advertisements educating the passengers should be published in
various print, electronic and social media platforms.

These instructions are merely indicative and not exhaustive and acting
proactively, field units may implement various other mechanisms to ensure
safety of women depending upon local conditions and circumstances.

2

(ARUN KUMAR)
DG/RPF
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

(RAILWAY BOARD)

New Delhi, Dated|6.04.2021

No.2017/Sec(CCB/210/Standing Order/108
The Principal Chief Security Commissioners/RPF,
All Zonal Railways, RPSF, Metro Rail/Kolkata & KRCL,
All Production Units, CORE, Const., RDSO,
Director/JR RPF Academy/LKO &
Director/RPF Training Centre, MLY & KGP.

(SECURITY CIRCULARNO.03/2021)
Sub:- Guidelines for Closure of Special Occurrence Reports and procedure to be followed.
*****

As per provisions detailed in Chapter 4 of RPF Crime Manual, Special Occurrence Report (SOR)

Cases in which Chargeshecet have been filed in the Hon'ble Court, Inspector willintimate about submission
of Chargesheet to Sr. DSC/DSC, who will further seek permission from PCSC to closethe case. PCSC
may give permission to Sr.DSC/DSC to close the SOR with SOR closure intimation to DG/RPF.

However certain inconsistencies have been noticed in the practice being followed by zonal railways
Lo close the SOR cases. In order to streamline the same, the clarification is given as underIn all Cases of Special Occurrence Reports, once Charge Sheets/Final Reports are filed in the
respective Hon'ble Court by investigating agency, the same may be advised to Railway Board through
Closure Report' and no further progress in such cases need to be furnished to Board's office except in

following cases
a)

of such cases
involvement of RPF Personnel/ Rly, employees are found:- Progress
where
be continued till finalization of Court Case & Departmental proceedings under D&AR;

being
b) where RPF Personnel/ Rly, employees have been assaulted or Cases which are_
continued
Progress of case be
investigatedby CB or similar agencieslike NIA, ED etc.in case
is filed and
-

till finalisation of criminal cases in the Hon'ble Court,
where Final Report is filed, till acceptance of Final Report

c)

Chargesheet

by

the Hon'ble Court.

FR has been reopened on the
of the cases mentioned in (a) and (b), where accepted
such case along with specific
directions of the Hon'ble Court, the complete details of
comments/remarks may be sent to Board's office and progress may be sent to Railway
out

Board, till the finalization of the reopened
All concerned

to ensure

strict

case

in the Court.

compliance of above

instructions.

62o1A
(ARUN KUMAR)
DG/RPF

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

(RAILWAY BOARD)
No.2021/Sec(E)/DAR-3/3
The

NEW DELHI, Dated:

18.05.2021

Principal Chief Security Commissioners/RPF

All Zonal

Railways, KRCL, RPSF,RDSO,

Production Units, Constructions, CORE

Metro

Rly

Director JR RPF Academy/LKO
Director TC/MLY & TC/KGP

SECURITY CIRCULAR-04/2021
Sub:- Instructions

regarding

the

detained/arrested by RPF.

procedure

to

be

followed in

releasing

the person

*****

Railway Protection Force, registers and enquires cases for various offences mentioned under
Railways Act, 1989" and "The Railway Property (Unlawful Possession) Act, 1966". RPF
personnel also make arrest under the provisions of Section 12 of "The Railway Protection Force Act,
1957" and forward them to the Police as mentioned in
Section 14 of this act. Section 180 of "The

The

Railways Act" & Section 8 of "The Railway Property (Unlawful Possession) Act" explains the
process
of enquiry (under the head
'Enquiry how to be made') against the arrested person(s). All the Enquiry
Officers (E.0) and Post Commanders are supposed to follow the
procedure of enquiry as mentioned in
Section 8 (2) of RP(UP) Act & Section 180 D (2)
of The Railways Act read with The Code of
Criminal Procedure 1973 (CrPC) as amended in 2013, for
investigation of a case.
Recently, some instances have come to the notice where it has been found that officers have not

adopted proper procedure in releasing the persons detained after examination. Instances have also come
to

notice wherein

procedure mentioned in CrPC was not followed in releasing arrested accused on Bond
or Bail-Bond (in Bailable
Offences). Such instances have caused embarrassment to the administration
resulting in adverse impact on the image of the force. Therefore, there is a need for system
improvement

by creating awareness among Subordinate Officers of the Force regarding the procedure in such cases.
In

view

of

detained/arrested by

1.

above, the following precautions may be taken while
releasing person
RPF -

All arrests

made, must be diarised immediately in the Roznamcha/Daily Diary and
respective
prescribed register.

2. The Procedure of arrest
must be followed.
3. No person should

as

mentioned in CrPC and various

unnecessarily

4.

judgments

of Constitutional Courts

be detained or called for examination.
detained or called for examination in any case for
enquiry, it should be mentioned
in the relevant records i.e.
Roznamcha, Daily Diary, Case Diary etc. (as the case may be) and
proper disposal of such person should also be
on record.
If someone is

brought

5. Instances have come to notice where some RPF personnel call individual for examination to RPF
office and then force him/her to sign documents like bond/bail bond, statement, plain papers etc.
If commission of such act is established, deterrent penal action will be taken against the RPF
personnel found responsible.
6. Nothing should be obtained/taken in custody of RPF from the accused person or person
detained called during enquiry without following legal process and giving acknowledgement.
7. Only formats prescribed in CrPC may be utilized for the purpose of Bond or Bail Bond.
S. The information of each person arrested and released on the Bond or Bail Bond should be sent to
the Divisional Security Control Room and to Hon'ble trial court having jurisdiction for their

information and necessary action.
9.

Information about person released

on

Bail/Bail Bond may

ofSr.DSC/DSC through Divisional Security Control Room.
10. All the

immediately

be

brought

to

the notice

of release of accused on Bond or Bail-Bond should be documented in a separate
register which should be inspected by the supervisory Officers from time to time and during their
visit and inspections to
Post/ Out Post
11. Information regarding all arrests and arrested
should be communicated to all
cases

concemed

as

mandated in CrPC and

as

time.

12. The process of

investigation

(promotion) training courses.

should

person/persons
given by higher

per the directions

invariably

be

incorporated

in

courts

from time

to

initial/refresher/orientation

13. Senior Officers should also brief
Enquiry Officers from time to time during their visit to
Posts Out Posts and while
interacting with EOs of cases during reviews.
14. Strict disciplinary action should be taken
against erring staff for any omission/commission not in

accordance with law.
Above

based

on

instructions

exhaustive. Zonal railways may issue
supplementary instructions
legal requirements and in the interest of transparency and administration
of justice.
are not

(ARUN KUMAR)
DG/RPF

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

(RAILWAY BOARD)

No.2021/Sec(IVG) /Instruction

New Delhi, Dated . 09.2021

The Principal Chief Security Commissioners/RPF,
All Zonal Railways, RPSF, Metro
Rail/Kolkata & KRCL,
All Production Units, CORE, Const., RDSO,

Director/JR RPF Academy/LKO &

Director/RPF Training Centre, MLY & KGP.

(SECURITYCIRCULARNO.05/2021)
Sub:- Mandatory Declaration of Private cash by RPF/RPSF Personnel

before

taking

up

duty - Instructions regarding.
*****

Instrucions have been issued from time to time regarding procedure for
mandatory declaration of carrying of private cash by RPF staff deployed in

Mass contact areas and conducting surprise checks by Senior officers.
However, differential practices are being adopted over zonal railways in respect
of the above. In addition, instances of violation of extant instructions on
subject matter are also being reported.
In order to streamline the procedure to be followed in this regard, hence
forth, the following course of action shall be adopted
1. RPF Staff deployed in Mass Contact areas shall mandatorily declare their
Private Cash. The entry in respect of private cash shall be made in both

2.

3.

4.

5.

figures as well as in words at the time of reporting on duty on the
specified register with their signatures.
For this purpose duties in "Mass Contact Area" includes Train
Escorting,
Platform duty, PRS/ Booking counter duty, witnessing of scrap
delivery,
staff attending auctions / tender dropping, circklating areas/
parking
lots duty, workshops gates duty, Goods shed duty, Parcel office
duty,
C&W siding duty, Central Stores gates duty, seal checking duty and staff
deployed for Raids/Search/Special drives where RPF staff come in
contact with passengers, businessmen or common public.
The RPF staff on Train Escort Duties/Patrolling duties shall
mandatorily
declare their Private Cash, both in Private Cash Declaration
and
Register
Movement order.
The prescribed ceiling limit for carrying
private cash by RPF staff on duty
is fixed to Rs.750/- for staff
deployed in static duties and Rs.2000/- for
staff deployed on mobile duties i.e. Train Escort,
patrolling duties etc.
In case, private cash
being carried by RPF/RPSF staff is more than the

prescribed ceiling, the denominations of the cash and its purpose should

be clearly mentioned in the Private Cash
Declaration Register and such
cash should duly be
verified
got
by Supervisor / officer on

which

departmental

may be initiated.

action

duty /failing
against such staff (carrying undeclared cash)

...2/

-2
6. While deploying the RPSF staif in Mass Contact Areas, Post Commander

should ensure that the formalities of declaration of private cash has been
complied. The same procedure may be adopted while deploying of
Homeguards, Ancillary Force members (like Maharashtra Security Force)

etc. working under supervision and control of RPF
7. Regular surprise checks by the officers of the rank of ASC and above may
be conducted to check carrying of surplus cash by on duty RPF staff and
in cases of abnormal recovery, appropriate necessary action may be
ensured.

8. Monthly review of the checkings conducted by superior officers may be
done at PCSCs level.
9. PCSCs should include such checking in the monthly charter of duties of
their IVG teams. The Railway Board IVG team should also conduct such
checks with element of surprise.
These instruction may be conveyed down to field staff and strict
compliance be ensured.

wachandA
(Kumar Rajesh Chandra
DG/RPF

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

(RAILWAY BOARD)

No. Sec/2021/VG/Preventive Cash Check

New Delhi, Dated: 27.09.2021

The Principal Chief Security Commissioners/RPF
All Zonal Railways, RPSF, Metro Raill Kolkata & KRCL,

All Production Units, CORE, Const, RDSO,
Director/JR RPF Academy/LKO &

Directorl RPF Training Centre, MLY & KGP
(SECURITY CIRCULAR No. 06/2021)

Sub:

Guidelines

on

Train

Escorting.

The escorting of trains by RPF has gradually emerged as a very important tool

for security of passengers. In this regard, detail instructions had already been issued by
Railway Board, vide L. No. 2014/Sec(CCB)/Train Escorting dated 20.11.2014 (Copy

enclosed).

Recently, during surprise
by IVG/ Railway Board, it was

checks of RPF/RPSF train escorting parties conducted
revealed that RPF Constables are leading the escort
officer/Head Constable is

parties consisting of RPSF Constables and no Subordinate
reflects lack of
deployed in the composition of escort party as party In-charge. It
The
supervision and monitoring on RPF escorts by Subordinate/Superior Officers.
RPF/RPSF staff
escorting of trains has become a routine matter mesulting which
are not performing their duties
officers
their
and
supervisory
for
train
escorting
deployed

as prescribed. There is need to reviev the train escorting system in the Zones and
revitalise the functioning/monitoring of Train Escorting staff to ensure the

implementation of instructions already issued by Railway Board in true spirit.
To streamline the escorting and to make it effective, following guidelines are
being issued:
1. As far as possible the escort party should consist of a Subordinate Officer (SO). In
absence of sO, at least a Head Constable should lead the escort team.
2. Escort party must be briefed in detail by the Duty Officer about the issues peculiar to
the train/section where they are being deputed, the criminals/anti-social elements

active in that area and the Do's & Don'ts during escorting.
3

To ensure that maximum numbers of train escort parties are headed by SOs
following escort schedule for subordinate officers are fixed:
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Escorting schedule of RPF subordinate officers
(a) For RPF subordinate officer posted at RPF Posts.
S. No.

Rank

Minimum frequency
Once in fort night

SIPF

Once in a Week

ASI

Twice in a Week

IPF (PC)

(b) For RPF subordinate officer posted in Reserve Lines/Train Escort/Cash
Escort Coys.
S. No.

Note:

Rank
IPF
SIPF
ASI

Minimum frequency
Once in a Week
Twicein a Week

Thrice in a Week

1. This scale is minimum, Sr.DSC/DSC/IC may increase the
frequency as per requirement.
2. Coy. Commander/Sl & ASI of RPSF Coys. deployed should also
follow the scale as provided in 3-(b).

4. To ensure effectiveness/aiertness of train escort parties following schedule of escort
checking enroute (between 22:00 Hrs to 04:00 Hrs in night) is fixed.

S.No.

Rank

Sr.DSC/DSC (1/C).

SC/HQ (2nd C)
4.

Frequency

Four in a Month

ASC

Four in a Month
T
WiIce in a
Week

IPFs (Post CommandersS)

Thrice in a Week

5. Duty officers wherever deployed may try to establish contact with maximum numbers
of escort parties passing through their station of depioyment during 22:00 Hrs to
04:00 Hrs of night. A system of signalure exchange in their beat books/command
certificates may be put in place as evidence of contact established.

6. Entry of all such checkings done should be reflected in Post's Station Diary by

subordinate officers andin Personal/Monthly diary of Superior Officers.
7. All the escort parties after coming to the end points of their escorting duty will be
debriefed by a subordinate officer of RPF post having jurisdiction over the end point.
The subordinate officer, after having debriefed the escort party, will enter his remarks

in generaldiary of the post. This will be in addition to the remarks made by the Escort
party 1/C. The inspector IC of the RPF post will send a weekly gist of all such remarks
to Sr.DSC/DSC for his/her perusal and further necessary action.
8.

During crime conferences of PCSCs and monthly crime meetings of Sr.DSC/DSC
effectiveness of escort checking, gaps noticed during such checking and system

the

improvement may be discussed and follow up action should be taken.
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9. PCSCs should include such checking in the monthly charter of duties of their VG
teams also to ensure/check the implementation ofthe aforesaid order.

10.PCSCs may take additional measures as deemed fit to revitalise train escorting
system in their respective jurisdictions. A periodical review may also be undertaken to

maintain its effectiveness and to ensure that it does not get degraded to a

mundane/routine exercise.
These instructions shall be conveyed down to the field staff and strict

compliance shall be ensured.

(Sanjay Chander
DG/RPF
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

(RAILWAY BOARD)
No. 2021/Sec(CCB)/Train Escorting

New Delhi, Dated:

02.11.2021

The Principal Chief Security Commissioners/RPF

All Zonal Railways, RPSF, Metro Rail/ Kolkata & KRCL,

All Production Units, CORE, Const, RDSO,
Director/JR RPF Academy/LKO &
Director/ RPF Training Centre, MLY & KGP

(SECURITY CIRCULAR No. 0 7/2021)

Sub:- Guidelines on Train Escorting.
Ref- Directive No. 33 dated 20.11.2014 & Security Circular No. 06/2021
dated 27.09.2021.

In continuation 1o the Directive-33 & Security Circular No. 06/2021, following
of Train Escorting by RPF:
I. Train Escort parties should comprise ofa proper combined strength of male &

guidelines

are

issued for

enhancing the effectiveness

female RPF/RPSF personnel, to the extent possible.
2. The RPF/RPSF personnel deployed for train escort (passenger, mail/Exp.
Trains) should be instructed to be active during escort and should interact with
at least 5 to 6 passengers in each coach with due social eourtesies. Escort staff
may be briefed properly not to disturb passenger who are sleeping or engaged

in some activity needing privacy. The same passenger may not be disturbed
again and again. The escort stalff must be courteous while interacting with
passengers. Only lady RPF staff may interact with lady passengers.

.

PCSCs should devise a mechanism to crosseheck and ensure the alertness of

escort party staff' and the fact that they are actually interacting with
passengers.

Escort parties may be directed to collect feedback from passengers in such aa
manner that all the coaches of the escorted train are covered and should

submit the feedback forms at posts where they dismount from duty.
5. Concerned Post Commander should forward all the feedback forms to
6.

Sr.DSC/DSC next day with his remarks, if any.
Sr.DSC/DSC should analyse the feedback collected from
passengers and take
suitable corrective action to improve overall performance of escort and to
instil sence of security among rail users. A brief
summary of feedbacks
received during the month may be sent to PCSCs for further action at
their
ends.

7. PCSCs may also analyse the feedback received from passengerS on regular

intervals and instruct their field formations accordingly.
8. Staff deployed in train escort may be provided with Body Worn cameras.

These instructions are not exhaustive and PCSCs may issue further guidelines

depending upon the local requirements

to

ensure

better and

secure environment

travelling passengers.

(Sanjay Chander)
DG/RPF

for

